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Abstract

Drug safety and efficacy assessment remains as
one of the biggest challenges in both preclinical and
clinical drug development. Cardiac adverse
outcomes may emerge even though they did not
occur in early stages of drug development. Among
them, the prediction of drug action on cardiac
contraction and electrophysiology is especially
complex. Human in-silico drug trials constitute a
powerful methodology for their investigation and
can integrate and augment biophysically detailed
experimental information.
In this study, we present an integrated modelling
and simulation framework for the simultaneous
assessment of electrophysiological and contractile
effects of drug action in human cardiac function. We
analyse both pure potassium and calcium channels
blockers, given their prevailing use in clinical
practice. Simulation results demonstrate the positive
inotropic effect of potassium blockers, with the
potential occurrence of contractile abnormalities
triggered by repolarisation abnormalities, and the
dose-dependent negative inotropic effect of calcium
blockers. This study demonstrates the translational
and preclinical potential of human-based in-silico
drug trials to investigate drug-induced effects on
human cardiac electromechanical function.

1.

Introduction

In the last six decades, biophysically detailed
information on human cardiac (patho-)physiology
has been successfully integrated in computational
modelling and simulation frameworks. At the basic
science level, this has facilitated and augmented
mechanistic investigations of cardiac function and
disease [1]. Industrial and regulatory bodies have
also shown interest in such tools for the evaluation
of the safety and efficacy of new or existing
therapeutical interventions [2]. In particular, the
prediction of clinical cardiotoxicity has recently
benefitted from the use of computational approaches
to predict pro-arrhythmia liabilities [3]. However,
reliable tools for the assessment of drug-induced
effects on cardiac contractility are still lacking.
In this study, we present an integrative
investigation for the evaluation of drug safety and
efficacy in human electromechanical function, using

a human computer model constructed and evaluated
with experimental data. In particular, through the
simulation of pure potassium and calcium blockers,
we show the potential of a combined approach that
evaluate simultaneously drug-induced effect on both
cellular contractility and electrophysiology.

2.

Methods

The electromechanical function of human
ventricular cardiomyocytes was modelled through
the coupling of the human-based (A) ToR-ORd [4]
and (B) Land [5] models, which describe (1) human
ventricular electrophysiology, (2) excitationcontraction coupling and (3) contractility.
Block of the L-Type calcium (ICaL) and slow
delayed rectifier potassium (IKr) currents was
simulated to investigate their effects on cellular
electromechanical function. Scaling factors were
applied to modulate these channel conductances to
incorporate the effect of drugs into the model. IKr
conductance was scaled to simulate a 50, 80, 95, and
100% channel block, while ICaL conductance was
scaled to simulate a 10, 30, 50, and 80% channel
block.
The occurrence of electrophysiological and
contractile abnormalities following drug exposure
was quantified by evaluating the changes in the
action potential (AP), calcium transient (CaT), and
active tension waveforms, using the following
biomarkers: AP duration (APD), active tension
amplitude, and the development of both early
afterdepolarisations (EADs) and aftercontractions.
Occurrences of EADs and aftercontractions were
identified as a positive change in the slope of the AP
repolarisation phase and of the contractility
relaxation transient, before the following stimulusinduced AP and contraction, respectively.
Simulations were conducted using MatLab
(Mathworks Inc. Natwick, MA, USA) using
the ordinary differential equation solver ode15s. A
stimulus current of -53 𝜇A/𝜇𝐹 with 1 ms duration
was applied and steady state was reached at 1 Hz
pacing before drugs were applied. After an
additional 200 beats of simulation at 1 Hz pacing
frequency (unless otherwise stated) the final beats
were saved and inspected for the evaluation of
electrophysiological and contractile effects as the
result of drug exposure.
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Figure 1. A. Human ventricular model of cellular electromechanical function. Red boxes illustrate the current
blocks applied to simulate drug effects. B. Simultaneously simulated action potential (AP), calcium transient
(CaT), and active tension (Ta). Circles indicate kinetics biomarkers: time to peak (APtp, CAtp, TAtp), time to
50% depolarisation/relaxation (APD50, CA50, TA50), and time to 90/95% repolarisation/relaxation (APD90,
CA90, TA95), for the three waveforms.

3.

Results

The electromechanical model obtained from the
coupling of the ToR-ORd and Land models was
previously calibrated and evaluated with
experimental data, providing a detailed humanbased description of ventricular electrophysiology,
excitation-contraction coupling, and contractile cell
machinery. The simultaneously simulated AP, CaT,
and active tension are reported in Figure 1 along
with the diagram of the biophysical model. All AP,
CaT, and active tension biomarkers fall within
experimental ranges as reported for human samples
[6-10].
IKr blockers. Different degrees of IKr block were
simulated, from 50% block to full current block, at
1 and 0.25 Hz pacing. Results in Figure 2A show
that, at 1 Hz pacing, mild degrees of current block
lead to a positive inotropic effect mediated by an
increase of intracellular calcium due to the AP
prolongation induced by the simulated drug. For
higher degrees of current block, the significant APD
prolongation allows for re-activation of the ICaL
current. This triggers EADs formation at the lower
pacing frequency tested (0.25 Hz), as show in Figure
2B.
In agreement with experimental findings, drugs
known to block the IKr current, such as the class III
antiarrhythmic drug Dofetilide, have been reported
to induce electrical repolarisation abnormalities in
the form of EADs [11], as well as contractile
abnormalities in the form of aftercontractions [12].
ICaL blockers. A progressive block of the ICaL
current determines a block-dependent reduction in
cellular inotropy, as illustrated in Figure 3, showing
the reduction in peak systolic active tension relative
to control. Given the tight relationship between
cytosolic calcium levels and force production in
ventricular cardiomyocytes, a 50% ICaL block is
already sufficient to suppress almost entirely cell
contraction.
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Figure 2. In-silico evaluation of IKr current block on
human electromechanical function, simulated at 1
Hz (A) and 0.25 Hz (B). A. Active tension reduction
relative to control for different degrees of IKr block.
Insets illustrate drug-induced changes in active
tension and AP waveforms. B. Aftercontraction
(AC)
formation
triggered
by
early
afterdepolarisation (EAD, inset) at different IKr
block levels. Control waveforms reported in black.

Simultaneously, we were able to evaluate the effects
of varying degrees of L-type calcium channel block
on the AP waveform. We report a magnitudedependent APD shortening of 4, 13, 25, and 50 ms
for the 10, 30, 50, and 80% of ICaL block,
respectively. The dose-dependent negative inotropic
effects of ICaL blockers have been experimentally
reported before, showing for example a
concentration-dependent decrease in sarcomere
shortening under Verapamil exposure [12].

heart failure). However, little is yet known about the
complex interactions between the electrical and
mechanical cardiac substrates under drug exposure.
The computational approach presented in this
study, combined with experimental data, represents
a step forward to better understand the mechanisms
behind drug safety and efficacy.

5.

Conclusion

This study presents a novel human-relevant
modelling and simulation framework for the
integrative investigation of human ventricular
electrophysiological and contractile function, in
health, disease, and following therapeutical
interventions. Altogether, our findings further
support the translational potential of human-based
in-silico drug trials for investigations on drug safety
and efficacy, extending previous efforts to the
evaluation of human cardiac contractile function.
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Figure 3. In-silico evaluation of ICaL current block on
human electromechanical function. Active tension
reduction following drug exposure is reported
relative to control. Inset: drug effects on AP
waveform (control in black).

4.

Discussion

In this study, we present the development and use
of a human-relevant approach for the investigation
of both electrophysiological and contractile effects
of drug action in human cardiac function. This is
achieved by integrating state-of-the-art human
models of cellular electrophysiology and
contractility, whose coupling provides extended
capabilities to concurrently investigate and replicate
action potential, calcium dynamics and force
generation features, in line with experimental data.
We tested the effects of pure blocks of IKr and ICaL
currents, demonstrating the positive inotropic effect
of mild potassium blocks, and the dose-dependent
negative inotropic effect of calcium blockers. Strong
potassium current blocks are shown to be capable of
inducing electrophysiologically-driven contractile
abnormalities, as experimentally reported.
Potassium and calcium blockers, which belong to
class III and class IV of the classification of antiarrhythmic drugs, respectively, are both known to
present several challenges in their clinical use.
Potassium blockers have the potential of prolonging
the QT interval and may induce arrhythmias, while
calcium blockers can compromise systolic cardiac
contraction and worsen certain cardiac diseases (e.g.
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